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Reviving Rambler
Exploration suggests there may be much
more riches left at former mine
BY CRAIG WESTCOTT
When it comes to Altius Minerals, the one
thing you can be sure you’re getting on any
particular project is focus.
And that’s despite the fact Newfoundland’s
busiest junior exploration company has a stable of more than 30 properties under active
investigation.
So, if any company can bring the old Rambler property outside Baie Verte back to life,
it’s probably Altius.
Now a desolate ruin that is so polluted in
places that fish are unable to live in the river
that leads from the old mine site to the sea,
Rambler was once a productive copper, zinc,
gold and silver producer.
First discovered as a copper play in 1904,
it wasn’t until 1964 that the property got worked
hard.That’s when the K.C.Irving-owned Consolidated Rambler Group started operations,
eventually bringing four mines into production and employing as many as 200 people.
Production carried on until 1982 when the
company mined all its known reserves as far
as its property line. Unable to strike a deal
with the adjacent property holder, the company shut everything down and walked away
leaving a landscape around the abandoned
processing plant that looks like something you
might imagine finding on Mars. But immediately outside that area,the forests and bogs
look untouched.
There have been attempts to revive operations since Consolidated Rambler fled the scene.
Ming Minerals reactivated things for a while
starting in 1995. And Raymo Processing
extracted gold from Rambler’s old tailings for
a year or so until low gold prices made the
scheme uneconomical in early 1997.
But that doesn’t mean Rambler still doesn’t have potential.
As Altius president Brian Dalton points out
about the Consolidated Rambler Group,“They
didn’t run out of ore, they just ran out of the
mineral rights to the ore body.”
For the past three years, Altius has been
quietly making deals to consolidate all the
property rights in the area converting it into

one package for the first time in nearly 100
years.Now Altius is working the drills to trace
out the full extent of the base metals deposit.
As newsletter writer Lawrence Roulston has
noted, the hope is that the rest of the deposit
is thicker and of a higher grade than the part
that has already been mined. Altius has
already determined that the deposit runs past
the boundary line where the Irving group was
forced to stop.It’s possible,Roulston says,that
the previous operation mined only a small portion of what could be a much larger deposit.
Like with just about all its properties,
Altius is leveraging the money of a joint venture partner to pay for the exploration program at Rambler.
“The current program is being entirely funded by a private, UK-based venture capital
group,” Dalton says. “In return, Altius has
granted the group a six month exclusive option
to negotiate an agreement with respect to the
property.”
This year’s exploration program will build
on the work Altius conducted on its own last
summer. That included a compilation of previous work on the Rambler property, re-logging of archived drill core, and the area’s first
significant lithogeochemical survey.Last year’s
program also included drilling down plunge
from Rambler’s Ming mine,which yielded evidence of base metals and gold in grades that
were comparable to what was mined in the
past.
“We certainly had some exploration success,”
says Altius geologist Chad Wells.
This summer, Altius is conducting some
2,400 metres of drilling over three holes. In
one area, the Footwall Zone, which is down
from the old Ming Mine, historical drilling
records suggest that the zone is increasing
in grade. Wells says drilling results should
be available by the end of this month.
“We feel very comfortable about this project,” Wells allows. “We’re trying to structure
a deal for a lot of drilling here in the future,
so success on the front end would be great.
We’ll see how it plays out.”
editor@voiseysbaynews.ca
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The old Rambler mine site outside Baie Verte sits as an example of how mining
properties should not be left once they shut down. An exploration program by
Altius Minerals may breath new life into the property making it productive again.

(Rambler drill crew): Craig Westcott photo/ Harold Sacrey, left, and Wilson Pynn
of Petrodrilling work the drill for Altius Minerals on the Rambler property about
10 km south of Baie Verte. Altius is out to prove there’s a lot more copper and
gold in areas at Rambler that were never mined.
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Heavy fuel
Newfoundland junior has head start
on growing search for uranium
Investors in ExxonMobil and PetroCanada may not want to hear it, but the
fastest growing form of energy production
worldwide is uranium.
“Over the next few years there’s likely to
be reluctant acceptance of it as a generator
of nuclear power,” says Raymond Goldie, a
senior mining analyst with Salman
Partners in Toronto.
But there’s a hitch.
With 441 nuclear power plants
generating electricity around the world, 30
being built, and 31 more in the design
stage, the operators of all those facilities are
facing a problem. There are no new
uranium mines ready to come on stream in
the next few years.
“In the worst case scenario, the world
will run out of uranium in 2008,” says
Goldie.
None of this is news to Brian Dalton.
The president of Altius Minerals
Corporation has been considering the
potential of uranium for some time.
“Back in early 2001 we looked at what
kind of commodities we could work on
that mining companies needed new mines
for and uranium jumped out,” says
Dalton. “So we looked at who was doing
uranium exploration. But nobody had
really talked about it for 20 years and
almost for that reason alone we decided to
get into it. There’s a big supply and
demand gap looming. Nobody has looked
for uranium mines in the last 20 years. ”
In fact, there are less than a handful of
exploration companies worldwide looking
for the mineral.
“There’s something wrong there, but
we like,” says Dalton.
He’s not the only one thinking that
way.
“Other than Cameco (the world’s
largest producer of uranium) and a couple
of others, including high quality explorer

Altius, there’s not much else in the sector,”
observed Bob Bishop in the Jan. 23 issue of
his newsletter, Gold Mining Stock Report.
Dalton, and the analysts who follow
Altius, figure a new exploration cycle for
uranium is just beginning. When Altius
started looking for the mineral in June
2001, it was selling for about $9 a pound
U.S. By the end of June this year, it was
trading at $17.85 a pound U.S. Altius’
advantage as this new cycle takes off is
that it’s already established in the
uranium exploration field, and it’s
working in Canada, which is the world’s
leading producer of uranium. Not only
that, Altius’ partner on one of its two
uranium plays is industry leader
Cameco.
Cameco can earn a 65 interest in
Altius’ Rocky Brook uranium property in
western Newfoundland by spending $3.5
million on exploration and making cash
payments to the St. John’s based junior
exploration company. Altius has 14,000
hectares of land at Rocky Brook and
boulders on it with grades of up to 11.5
per cent uranium. The job now is to find
the source rock.
Altius’ other main uranium play is in
Labrador in an area called the Central
Mineral Belt, which starts on the coast
near Postville and sweeps westward. The
company has the rights to tens of
thousands of hectares of land in the belt.
It originally eyed it for iron oxide, copper
and gold deposits known as IOCG
deposits. Such structures can be huge and
rich in a number of metals. The world
famous Olympic Dam deposit in South
Australia is the best-known example of
this kind of geology. It was Altius
geologist Roland Butler who called his
company’s attention to the parallels
between Labrador’s Central Mineral Belt
and the Olympic Dam.

Inmet Mining and Aur Resources
terminate merger agreement
TORONTO
Inmet Mining Corporation and Aur Resources Inc. have mutually agreed to
terminate their merger agreement entered into on May 4, 2004.
Aur and Inmet considered it was in their respective best interests to terminate the
merger and they are parting on amicable terms. There were no technical or financial
findings identified in the due diligence which led to the decision to terminate and no
termination fees are payable by either party.
“While we are disappointed that the merger will not proceed, Inmet with its strong
balance sheet and sound operating base will continue to pursue its strategy to grow as
a base metal mining company providing superior returns to its shareholders,” said
Richard Ross, Inmet’s President and Chief Executive Officer.
Inmet is a Canadian based international mining company. Inmet’s mining
operations and investments produce copper, zinc and gold and its growth strategy is
focused on finding quality base metal reserves.
© Canada NewsWire Ltd.

But the Central Mineral Belt is also a
well-known host of uranium. New York
state energy giant Consolidated Edison
explored for uranium there in the 1970s
and identified a fairly large body of
uranium called the Michelin deposit.
ConEd eventually backed off from
bringing the deposit into production.
Snce then, Altius and its exploration
partner Fronteer Development Group,
have revisited a 1,200 metre long boulder
field at nearby Melody Hill with uranium
grades as high as 28.02 per cent. A
property called Post Hill is also proving
to be prospective for uranium as well as
silver, copper and gold.
Altius spokesman Chad Wells says
full credit should go to Dalton and Butler
for recognizing the potential for uranium
in Newfoundland and Labrador and
jumping on it early. Because of its large
size, he adds, the Central Mineral Belt is
particularly interesting.
“It’s a bit of a limelight for our
company of late,” Wells says. “It’s a very
exciting project. We’re very committed to
it. You don’t stake 3,500 claims in central
Labrador if you don’t have a game plan.
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Altius Minerals president Brian
Dalton.
“We went in there last summer and did
a bunch of sampling, prospecting,
geological mapping, huge compilations (of
data) and what we really found was that we
have a lot of ubiquitous uranium. We really
do, hands down, have a district here that
potentially holds a world class IOCG
carrier and a uranium carrier. We’re really
excited about it in a big kind of way. I
think it’s going to be one of our core
projects going forward. Altius’ timing
could not be better.”
editor@voiseysbaynews.ca

